Critical study of gene action and combining ability for varietal development in wheat: An Overview
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Abstract: A review of research work done on *Triticum aestivum*, at individual as well as multiple environments, was taken to study general and specific combining ability (GCA and SCA) for grain yield and its related traits. High SCA variance than GCA variance was reported in many experiments which indicating the non-additive genetic inheritance of these agronomic traits. However, in various other research experiments GCA variances and SCA variances indicated equal importance of additive and non-additive gene action. The reviewed results indicated the significance of studying combining ability and gene action governing yield, to identify potential parental genotypes and crosses that can help the breeders to plan a strong crop improvement strategy. [Naseem Z, SA Masood, S Irshad, N Annum, MK Bashir, R Anum, Qurban A, Arfan A, Naila K, Nazar HK. Critical study of gene action and combining ability for varietal development in wheat: An Overview. Life Sci J 2015;12(3s):104-108]. (ISSN:1097-8135). http://www.lifesciencesite.com, 16
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Introduction

*Triticum aestivum* (bread wheat) belongs to family *Poaceae* (formerly known as the *Gramineae*) and is considered as major staple food and energy source in many countries including Pakistan. Hexaploid bread wheat (2n = 6x = 42) is an example of naturally occurring polyploid resulted from intergeneric hybridization and polyploidization. It is 2nd most produced crop (Shoran et al., 2003), lagging behind only corn, provides a large portion of the total food supply and dietary protein and grown in a wide variety of environments (Jahangir et al. 2014). Wheat is grown as a primary food product and for livestock uses as well. Wheat contributes 10.1% to the value added in agriculture and 2.2 % in GDP of Pakistan. According to economic survey of Pakistan (2012-13) its production was 24.2 million tons with cultivated area of 8.693 million hectares during 2012-13. Due to wider it’s wider adaptation it is widely cultivated throughout the globe and is first ever plant grown by the humans (Khayatnejad et al., 2010; Mustafa et al., 2015). Sustainable increase in production is demand of present situation of increasing food and feed demands and requires breeders to explore germplasm to select stable high yielding cultivars (Farroq et al. 2011ab; Azam et al. 2014; Abbas et al. 2014; Dar et al. 2014; Sabir et al. 2014; Butt et al. 2015; Qamar et al. 2015; Zameer et al. 2015). High yielding varieties should be developed by crossing good general combiners for multiple traits and selection should be done for transgressive segregants from subsequent hybrid genotypes. To develop high yielding hybrids assessment of GCA effects for grain yield and its component traits offers an important mean in selecting potential parents (Ali et al. 2014; Azam et al. 2014).

Combining Ability study for various traits of wheat

Sanjeev et al. (2005) estimated non-additive genetic effect for seed yield with other traits like No. of seeds, 1000 seed weight, protein content, sedimentation value and â-carotene, suggesting possibility for improvement of these traits through transgressive segregates and heterosis breeding for developing genotypes with high yielded superior genotypes. Among lines HI 8596, HD 4692 and HI 8591 and among testers Bij Red and HG 110 were estimated as good general combiners. Cross combinations HI 8381 × MPO 215, HI 8591 × MPO 215, HD 4694 × Bij Red, HI 8596 × MPO 215, HI 8591 × HG 110, and HI 8653 × Bij Red were the most favorable as having great specific combining ability effect and per se performance for seed yield and its parameters. An effort of multiple crossing by using all good general combiners would be helpful to get transgressive segregates for seed yield in later generations.

Malik et al. (2005) found that number of tillers/plant and plant height GCA variances were highly significant, significant for flowering days, length of spike and No. of spikelets/spike whereas for 1000-grain weight, leaf area, maturity days and yield/plant these were non-significant. However, SCA variances were non-significant for all studied traits. All examined traits were governed by additive genetic effects. For most of the studied traits Margalla 99 proved as best general combiner, whereas Pak. 81 and Margalla 99 were best specific combiners. Nazir et al. (2005) reported that mean square of parameters
attributable to GCA, SCA and reciprocals effects were highly significant for all characters under study. The GCA variances were greater than those of SCA for all traits excluding productive tillers, seeds/spike and 1000 seed weight. The magnitude of specific combining ability was higher than general combining ability for traits showed that non-additive genetic effect played role in the expression of traits. For 1000 seed weight, leaf area, productive tillers, seeds/spike 243-1 showed better general combining ability. Most of the cross combinations presenting desired significant specific combining ability effects involved non-additive genetic effects.

Hasnain et al. (2006) concluded that Variety Pasban-90 was best general combiner for grains/ear and best specific combining ability was observed in crosses 6039-1 × 6529-1 and TW-161 × 6039-1 for spike length and spikelets per ear.

Knezevic et al. (2006) observed results presented that this character was controlled by non-additive as well as additive genetic effects. Significantly high value of SCA in F₂ hybrids designated superiority of non-additive gene action. The maximum value of GCA expressed variety Ana Morava whereas cross combination Ana Morava × Beogradanka found as the best specific combiner for No. of seeds. Cheema et al. (2007) showed that variances of SCA were significantly greater than GCA and reciprocal effects. In all characters under study, main part of the total mean square was attributable to the specific combining ability effects representing that these traits were mainly controlled by non-additive gene action. Crosses GPW-272 × GPW-36, GPW-272 × GPW-37 and GPW-273 × GPW-37 found as good specific combiners to produce segregants with greater No. of tillers, No. of seeds and maximum grain weight summarizing in production of wheat genotypes with high yield for arid regions. Dhadhal et al. (2008) found that results revealed the significance of non-additive and additive gene actions for almost all yield related traits. Days to maturity, Grain yield/plant, spike length, days to heading, spikelets/spike and 1000-grain weight were inherited through additive gene action. The lines HUW 234, GW 322, GW 273, 7C Nad 63 tab’s, MP 3077 and tester PBW 373 were good general combiners for yield components. For No. of spikelets/spike, spike length, 1000-grain weight, and No. of grains/spike the cross Chilero × GW 173 was proved to be the best as having high specific combining ability effects.

Yucel et al. (2009) estimated that the extents of GCA for all components excluding seed weight and seed height were greater than those of specific combining ability. The general combining ability effect was more noticeable for eight out of ten characters in relation with GCA to SCA ratio. Path coefficient analysis presented that seed width, No. of seeds and seed height had the maximum significant direct and indirect effect on most of parameters. Results gained from this research would be useful for production of new wheat cultivars with good seed characters for improvement in milling and baking quality. Al-Hamdany (2010) investigated that the yield of durum wheat was governed by dominance genetic effects. The genotypes Um-Rabie3 and Leeds were measured as appropriate according to their yield measurements and GCA effects. Two cross combinations (Waha × Brashua) and (Leeds × Brashua) showed significantly greater yield 2.943 and 2.955 ton/hectare respectively than others, and also had significant positive SCA effects, highly significant positive inbreeding depression and hence they were measured as favorable hybrids.

Akram et al. (2011) found that significant GCA effects were observed for characters under study except in days to maturity, while SCA effects were significant except for spikelets per spike, flag leaf area, grain yield, lysine contents and protein. The SCA mean square was greater than GCA representing the significance of non-additive gene action. Among parents, Kohistan 97 and Chakwal 97 were best general combiners for grain yield/ plant. Shahkar 95 was better combiner for tillers/m², plant height, and No. grains/spike. Cross combination Kohistan 97 × Pothowar 93 presented the highest specific combining ability effects for 1000 seed weight. For grain yield per plant maximum SCA values were observed for the cross Kohistan 97× Pak 81.

Tsonev and Tsanova (2011) observed that the regularities in the gene action and the combining ability of the varieties by days to heading were totally analogous for the character days to maturity, too. This shows that earliness could be simply assessed by days to heading. Varieties Vratsa, Obriy and Pliska, had maximum combining ability for earlier days to heading and maturity. Gowda et al. (2012) investigated the magnitude of mean squares of general combining ability and specific combining ability effects and their interaction with environments in wheat. They evaluated four data sets generated in commercial hybrid winter wheat breeding programs with a total of 940 hybrids. In three experiments, GCA mean square for females, SCA mean square, GCA of females, environment interaction mean squares, GCA of males, times environment interaction mean square were significantly larger than zero but GCA variance for males was significant only in fourth experiment. For third experiment differences were significant among best hybrid and the best commercial cultivar. In contrast, 1.8% hybrids in second experiment and more than 21% hybrids in first and fourth experiment significantly performed the superior commercial
culivar. Therefore, selection based on general combining ability effects is favorable in hybrid development in breeding wheat.

Zare-kohan and Heidari (2012) found the significant genotype × site interaction was observed for grain filling and plant height duration but interaction was absent for seed yield, days to heading and days to maturity. For all the characters the mean square due to GCA and SCA were significant. Therefore, non-additive and additive gene actions were not equally involved in genetic control of researched traits. The Bakers ratio for days to heading 0.90 and 0.91 at Zarghan and Shiraz respectively, days to maturity 0.81 and 0.82 and seed yield 0.89 and 0.87 in both sites and for plant height 0.88 at Shiraz revealed the great significance of additive mean squares in the genetic control of these characters. The general combining ability estimates showed that Chamran for early heading, dwarfness, and maturity and grain filling duration, Darab2 for early heading, dwarfness and maturity, Marvdasht for grain filling duration and grain yield showed best combining abilities. Graphical representation and the average degree of dominance indicated that all characters were controlled through partial dominance. Pimentel et al. (2013) estimated maximum correlation (0.83) of the effects of GCA was observed among generations, but expressionless impact of generation’s effects and years was obtained on the grouping of crosses. The progenies resulting from the crossing between the genotype BRS 264, IAC 364 (Tucurui III) and BRS 254 the genotypes VI 98053, UFVT1, Pioneiro and MGS 1 Alianca exhibited the highest potential for attaining superior genotypes for seed yield. The utilization of the partial diallel analysis in progressive generations is encouraging for wheat breeding programs. GCA and SCA provided an estimate to access the performance of inbred lines and hybrids (Ali et al. 2014a; Ali et al. 2013).

Masood et al. (2015a) The higher value of general combining ability suggested that the inbred lines may be used for the development of synthetic varieties through pure line selection, pedigree selection or recurrent back cross selection while higher specific combining ability suggested that the inbred lines may be used to develop hybrids to improve grain yield of wheat through heterosis breeding program. Masood et al. (2015b) concluded that the selection of suitable parents on the basis of higher 1000-grain weight and grain yield/plant be used for the development of synthetic and hybrids. Masood et al. (2015c) illustrated from these results that cross combinations viz., 9705 × AARI-11, 9703 × Millat-11 and 9705 × Millat-11 will be the best suited F₁ hybrid combinations, having best specific combining ability for two traits each, to fit into future hybrid breeding programs. So these parents and F₁ genotypes having superior performance can be further incorporated into the hybrid breeding programs or selection of the most appropriate parents based upon their performance.
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